2018 Gifts in Honor of an Animal

- Argus
  By Jennifer Dollard

- Beau the Bassador
  By Mailyn Douglas

- Cheeto
  By Diane Weber

- Christina Brundage
  By Stacia Brundage

- CoCo
  By Lori Ebert

- Dodger, therapy dog
  By Dorothy Hitt

- Eisai Ace Dilbone
  By Susan Dilbone

- Emma Perry
  By Mary Demastes

- Finn Dunn
  By Terry Dorr

- Flash Killion Joyce
  By Amy Showalter

- Franklin, Service dog (Hearing)
  By Celestine Reid

- Lucky and Tazzie
  By Bonnie Osborne

- Maddie
  By Olivia Inman

- Gidget
  By Annie Peters

- Luke
  By Gretchen Aylsworth

- Kendall, therapy dog
  By Debbie Croff

- Aubrey
  By Sue Lesher

- Pixie Wlezien
  By Frances Wlezien

- Porter and Cleo Scantlin
  By Shirley Dunlap

- Sonora Lakota
  By Lilly Carpenter

- Tiblo
  By Carolyn Borsini

- Bingo!
  By C Susan Warren

- Zena, therapy dog
  By Lori Bryant

- Zinna Ray
  By Marilyn Daniels

- Leonard
  By Byron Gatt

- Sully Poe
  By Mindy Day

- Little Buckles
  By Jacqueline Moss

- Dexter and Lulu
  By Randy Davis

- Tessie
  By Jenniefer Graf

- Atticus
  By Mitch Yates
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Abbey, therapy dog
By Cheryl Haas

April
By Randy Davis

Melanie, therapy cat
By Carol Mahoney

Drake
By James and Deanne Nordin

Duchess
By Mary Nicholas

Ernie Lam
By Victoria Lam

Finnigan
By Randy Boyer

Fuffella Digatta, Oreo Cookie, Tom Cat Point
Brady, Six Toed Hemmingway
By Dennis Richard Tucker

GeGi
By Donna and William Allbritton

Gidget
By Martha Rinker

Gigi, Sabrina, Lazards, Corky and Mimi
By Katharine Ziegler

Gismo
By Harold Brooks

Gracie and Sunnie
By Mauryne Simoens

Hudson, Emma and Tracy
By Jack Crea

Hugo Long Messerschmitt
By Shirley Sherman

Baron
By Kay L. Miller

Barron I, Barron II, Kohl, Maggie
By Donald Bortz

Buckley
By Anita and John Swanson

Buddy
By Sheryll Baumgard

Buddy
By Jan Korver

Charlie
By Stephan Goutzioulis and Janice Anderson

Charlie
By Mary Samford

Colby and Chance
By Donald and Jane Pich

Daisy
By Nancy Ciaschini

Leona
By Curtis Olson

Lolly (1 & 2)
By John Lazarek

Lucy
By Karen Stansfield EdD

Maggie
By Jean and Kevin Batten

Maggie
By Nan Palmer

Magic
By Gary and Lois Offstein
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Ivy
By Gale Patrick

Jade and Tess
By Nancy McTaggart

Jean and Katie
By Nancy Deering

Jewel
By Joseph and Marybeth Thomas

Kibble
By Nancy Balsam

Ramble, Skeeter, Pepper and Katie
By Brenda Lynn Miller

Ringo
By Jane Cole

Ripley
By Sonia Amira

Rosie
By Fran and Phil Clinkscales

Saif
By Karena Dandachli

Salem, Egypt and Pixey
By Robin Dacio

Sandy
By Col. Ret. Charles Viall Jr.

Shalom
By Debra Grant

Sky
By Marcellus Pierre

Snowball
By Walter Batog

Makena
By Pam Herriott

Maltese Rescue
By Helen Wallace

Mitsie
By Edna Whitlock

Molly
By David Kimble

Monkey
By Marcia Buscher

Nelly
By Marilou Cunniff

Nikki
By Lynn Harman

Pawnee Pups
By Dana Bleakley

Petey, Apollo, Sammy and Cookie
By Christine Osuch

Phoebe
By John Noll

Princess
By Larry Neckers

Puffer
By Delores Wasenius-Hanson

Quigley
By Judi Raphaeli

Tonto
By Joan Flynn

Warren's Dog, Lucy Lou
By Marion Hoffman
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Sophie
By Diane Ensign

Sunny
By Louis and Judith Mogol

Sylvie and Sumi
By Suzanne McColl

Zechariah and Isaac
By Marge Hayes

Zoey
By Catherine and Newby Herrod

Tiny Tim and Alberto
By Naomi Ritz